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also of those who, like myself, without being Indians, sympathise with the
people of this country, but the most recent developments have taken a most
serious turn. We have seen the widest publicity given to allegations that pas-
sive resistance is dealt with by measures which would not be tolerated for a
moment in any country claiming to be civilised These allegations were met
by a categorical denial by the responsible Government of South Africa,
though even the denial contains admissions which do not seem to me to
indicate that the Government exercised a very wise discretion in some of the
steps it adopted. That is the position for the moment. I feel that if the South
African Government desires to justify itself in the eyes of India and the
world, the only course open is to appoint a strong impartial committee,
whereon Indian interests will be represented, to conduct the most searching
inquiry, and you may rest assured that the Raj will not cease to urge these
considerations on the Imperial Government."
Indian Opinion, 3-12-1913
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VICEROTS TELEGRAM TO G. K. GOKHALE
December 28, 1913
the hon'ble mr. gokhale
servtndia
POONA
IN       VIEW       OF       PROMISE        GIVEN       BY       GANDHI	AND       MY       GREAT
DESIRE        TO'      SECURE        A        PEACEFUL        SETTLEMENT	SIR	BENJAMIN
ROBERTSON      WILL      LEAVE      BOMBAY      ON      JANUARY       1ST      AND      SHOULD
arrive in durban on llth or 12th stop i have asked
the secretary of state to endeavour to arrange with
the union government a short postponement of the meet-
ing of the commission stop i am not very hopeful of
the result of robertson's mission but am anxious to lose
no opportunity of securing peace stop i think it is
desirable that you should inform gandhi that if he, and
the indians commence passive resistance or have resort
to violence robertson will immediately dissociate himself
from them stop i trust that gandhi will communicate
freely with robertson on his arrival.
viceroy
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